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Abstract— Big data and cloud computing became the centre of interest for the past decade. With the increase of data size and
different cloud application, the idea of big data analytics become very popular both in industry and academia. The research
communities in industry and academia never stopped trying to come up with the fast, robust, and fault tolerant analytic engines.
MapReduce becomes one of the popular big data analytic engine over the past few years. Hadoop is a standard implementation of
MapReduce framework for running data-intensive applications on the clusters of commodity servers. By thoroughly studying the
framework we find out that the shuffle phase, all-to-all input data fetching phase in reduce task significantly affect the application
performance. There is a problem of variance in both the intermediate key’s frequencies and their distribution among data nodes
throughout the cluster in Hadoop’s MapReduce system. This variance in system causes network overhead which leads to unfairness
on the reduce input among different data nodes in the cluster. Because of the above problems, applications experience performance
degradation due to shuffle phase of MapReduce applications. We develop a new novel algorithm; unlike previous systems our
algorithm considers each node’s capabilities as heuristics to decide a better available trade-off for the locality and fairness in the
system. By comparing with the default Hadoop’s partitioning algorithm and Leen partitioning algorithm: a). In case of 2 million
key-value pairs to process, on the average our approach achieve better resource utilization by about 19%, and 9%, in that order; b).
In case of 3 million key-value pairs to process, our approach achieve near optimal resource utilization by about 15%, and 7%,
respectively.
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